
00:20:58 Rochelle Hahn: Agenda:
00:21:05 Rochelle Hahn: 1. Approve a temporary process to implement the transition.  

2. Agree on our space.  
3. Authorize the steps necessary to establish a new 501(c) 3.      
4. Approve a mechanism for selecting our new leadership.  
5. Ma'ariv

00:23:12 aaron cohen: Thank you so much, Team
00:31:03 Lawrence Bailis: I have a question
00:31:28 Micah: I have a comment
00:31:30 Bill Novak: So do I.
00:37:02 Mort Hoffman: It seems like the comments are asking who is on the committee
00:37:09 Bill Novak: Can I say it in the chat?
00:37:27 Heather Zacker: sure, Bill
00:37:54 Bill Novak: I’m muted.    I just don’t think we should assume that we should have a 

moderator.  That hasn’t worked we’ll for us recently although you could say it’s 
been a very tough year.

00:38:36 Bill Novak: Maybe that someone is three or five people.
00:38:49 aaron cohen: hands or thumbs up - OK?
00:40:57 Sue Fendrick: so it assumes thst the transition team and the site committee together will be 

negotiating the lease?
00:41:22 Lawrence Bailis: I am volunteering right now
00:41:34 sherry israel: do we have to create new bylaws (by state law, as we qualify as a charitable 

organization)?



00:41:46 Sue Fendrick: got it.
00:42:47 Marc Cantor: I suggest that the both lease and final site proposal come back to the group for 

approval.
00:43:38 Heidi Gold: It seems like the role of the transition committee is fairly technocratic but not 

making big decisions without the community. Is that right?
00:44:24 Sue Fendrick: so in essence there are two point A to point Bs, both to be facilitated by a small 

group and brought to the larger group for decision-making/approval...
00:44:30 Sara Paasche-Orlow: Yes Heidi, that is right!
00:45:19 Sue Fendrick: Marc, Heidi, and I are saying compatible things.
00:45:29 Beth Naditch: It sounds the transition team is basically doing the work on the kahal's behalf.
00:45:54 Beth Naditch: Thank you for being willing to dedicate the time.
00:46:02 Sue Fendrick: Site committee will get us to lease signing (with input  and final approval from the 

wider
00:46:07 Sue Fendrick: group.
00:46:45 Sara Paasche-Orlow: We are simply here to facilitate all the leadership and participation that is 

possible.
00:46:54 Trudy Fagen: Thank you to everyone doing all of this work!
00:46:57 Sue Fendrick: transition committee will get us to a new structure (with input and final approval 

from larger group)
00:47:07 Heather Zacker: Sara says it perfectly, as does Sue
00:47:46 Sara Paasche-Orlow: Actually Sue - we will simply get groups going to decide on the new structures!
00:50:12 Rochelle Hahn: Reminder re the upcoming agenda items: 2. Agree on our space.  

3. Authorize the steps necessary to establish a new 501(c) 3.      
4. Approve a mechanism for selecting our new leadership.  



5. Ma'ariv
00:56:34 sherry israel: which way is East
00:56:51 Michael Kronenberg: right
01:00:27 Barry Freedman: Can conference room work for alternative / 2nd service?  (I.e., is soundproofing 

good enough?)
01:00:45 Micah: No, there’s a table there that we can’t remove
01:01:27 sherry israel: If the table could be in segments, perhaps we could put it aside
01:01:36 Sara Paasche-Orlow: Can the loung Kiddush seating area have a removable wall to create more 

davening space for holidays and simchahs if needed?
01:01:37 Michael Kronenberg: what is maximum space for holidays?
01:01:43 Alex Chelminsky: Why about large events like Bar/Bat Mitzvahs or high holidays?
01:01:44 Gila Reinstein: Is there a place for the children?
01:01:47 Thomas Schwarz: Is there no possibility of a room for a kids service?
01:01:51 Rochelle Hahn: Also, the conference room doesn’t seem large enough for a second service
01:01:52 Michael Agus: what ia the divider between the kiddush set up area and the main davening 

area?
01:02:09 Claudette Beit-Aharon: How can we ensure the kashrut of our utensils etc? Will we have room in the 

minyan storage?(claudette)
01:02:42 Michael Kronenberg: couldn't we use the Kiddush set up area for seating?
01:04:08 Micah: Yes, possible to use the kiddush area for seating
01:04:23 Claudette Beit-Aharon: Why not move the Kitchen and Coat Closet east (between the elevators and the 

minyan storage), in order to ease the expansion of the prayer space for sachet? 
(Yonatan)

01:04:39 sherry israel: What is that space to the   right of 304  (with all the little apparent heads)?



01:05:03 Sarah Clark: Sherry, that's the bathrooms
01:05:03 Micah: A bathroom
01:06:21 Andrea Klausner: As I recall, I think the bathroom is in the hallway, perhaps near the elevator
01:06:48 Irle Goldman: what is the window/light situation in 304?
01:06:57 Beth Naditch: There are about 15 teens and the only young kids are grandkids
01:07:03 Dina and Ron Becker: Yes, the bathroom entrance is in the hall and shared with other tennants,
01:07:05 Beth "missie" and Sam: we'll get to these questions - let's continue!
01:07:25 joan leegant: The multipurpose room would be available to the Minyan when IAC is otherwise 

using the rest of the space—this might be worth mentioning aloud so people are 
clear on that.

01:07:26 Rochelle Hahn: How big is the conference room?  It doesn’t seem as if it is that large, especially if 
there is a table in it

01:07:35 Deborah Hirsch Mayer: In previous presentations the area that is labeled lounge was said to have a 
glass wall facing the kahal. Is that still the case with these diagrams -- that the 
"Lounge/Kiddush seating area has glass front?

01:08:12 Dina and Ron Becker: The lounge has a glass front and doors open directly to the prayer space.
01:08:13 Trudy Fagen: Good bye and thank you for recording we will be listening tp the rest later.
01:08:22 Micah: Irle, the back wall is all windows
01:09:15 Micah: Yes, the “lounge” has a large glass wall
01:11:29 Beth Naditch: Do we have our own maintenance people or does the building provide?
01:11:57 David Harlow: beth, building janitorial service
01:12:04 Micah: The building provides some. We’ll have to provide some extra
01:12:16 Heather Zacker: FYI: 117 members households, of which 15 intend to join both 1320 and TE
01:12:30 Dina and Ron Becker: What about new costs - are we going to share an internet connection with IAC?



01:13:36 Micah: I assume we would, but when/if IAC is out of the picture, we’ll have to pay for that 
ourselves

01:14:14 Claudette Beit-Aharon: Plan A loos
01:14:59 Claudette Beit-Aharon: The set up currently seems the same as Plan A, so can you explain what the 

150K are for?
01:15:14 Lisa and Bruce: when will dues come due, when will reserves come due?
01:15:24 Dina and Ron Becker: Kitchen install at minimum will be pricy, Claudette
01:15:41 Lisa and Bruce: Is there a dollar amount you're targeting for the additional funding? vs. $37k?
01:15:49 Micah: Moving the conference room is a big cost, I think
01:16:55 Miriam Newman: Will any new family joining for the foreseeable future be required to pay the initial 

assessment fee along with their dues?
01:18:58 Geoff/Aviva Bock: since ventilation systems are going to need to be upgraded, whose budget will 

that come from?
01:20:25 Alan Lobovits: Would we share the space for the duration of our lease? If not how much would 

our dues increase?
01:20:39 Barbara and Arthur: how many years is the IAC committed to sharing the rent.
01:21:22 Dina and Ron Becker: If IAC is using the space for 5 days per week and we are using it 1 day per week, 

why is the rent split 50-50
01:23:40 Beth Naditch: Just to clarify - this could be used by minyan families for dinner before a Simcha, 

or classes, or other things?
01:23:45 Michael Agus: why is space available for shabbat dinners only with extra space? Seems like the 

main seating area would be plenty big enough for a nice shabbat dinner, no?
01:23:49 Micah: Beth, yes
01:24:00 Micah: Michale, it would be
01:24:08 Barry Mesch: What renovations does 304 need now?



01:24:12 Dina and Ron Becker: IAC runs Friday Night dinners themselves 2 per month
01:24:31 Micah: Barry, it has offices in there, so we’d need to take down the walls
01:24:39 Alan Lobovits: Would we share the space with IAC for the duration of the lease? If not how 

much would our dues increase?
01:24:46 Micah: And then replace carpet
01:25:23 Beth "missie" and Sam: there isn't carpet now - we would presumably want to keep the "pergo" floor that's 

there now (in 304)
01:25:39 Rochelle Hahn: If we don’t rent 304 — it seems that we would likely need to rent other space on a 

periodic basis to hold a second service. It doesn’t seem as if the conference 
room would be big enough, and the kiddish set up space wouldn’t be sound 
proofed enough.

01:26:36 Beth "missie" and Sam: I have an analogy I'd like to make if possible
01:27:27 Simon Olsberg: As a frame of reference, at least 4 of the 11 teens will be graduating High school 

in spring 2022, just months after we begin attending 1320.
01:28:09 Rochelle Hahn: But if we don’t have space for kids, we certainly won’t attract people with kids.
01:28:12 Beth Naditch: If you build it, they will come.  If we don't have any possibility for kids, we won't 

ever get any.  If we have space, we might.
01:28:45 aviva: This  is a great space for now.  We are facing so much uncertainty going forward.
01:28:46 Susan Sered: the conf room also is a space for a few grandkids and kids
01:28:58 Dina and Ron Becker: IF a family with kids come to 1320 they would not find it welcoming.
01:29:20 Micah: That’s why we need 304
01:29:41 Thomas Schwarz: @Micah.  Yes - I did not like the idea of closing off the option of having a kids 

service for the future.
01:30:04 Serene Victor: The lounge is a wonderful place to be with kids. Many synagogues have thought 

about making a windowed room for families.



01:30:25 sherry israel: But we just heard that we could  set up the Lounge/kiddush seating space for 
kids if we want to.

01:30:28 aviva: For now most of our houses are not going to Jews , check current real estate 
sales.  much as I would love more space  we may need to plan based on now not 
our dreams

01:30:51 aviva: I agree with serene the lounge as is is lovely space
01:31:16 Thomas Schwarz: The kids rooms doors have, in the past, seen a lot of traffic in and out.  If there 

was a kids service going on, we would really want those doors to stay closed.
01:31:17 Beth "missie" and Sam: $30,000
01:31:35 Edith Goldman: Mention that JArts space has a cost
01:31:42 Beth Naditch: I'd like to strongly advocate for 304 - it gives us so much more flexibility, is more 

realistic for teens (who might attract their friends....)and helps us solves some of 
the issues of alternate kinds of services, and gives us possibilities for smachot, 
which we don't really have without.  It sounds like the conference room isn't so 
much usable, because of the table.

01:32:03 Rochelle Hahn: Agree with Beth N.
01:32:05 6177330010 : high holiday space in plan A?
01:32:31 Deborah Hirsch Mayer: Piggy-backing on Tom's last comment: If we use the lounge for children and 

families, will noise from there waft into the area where we are davening?
01:33:30 Lisa and Bruce: A different way to think about it: It's (very roughly) $100k more per year from 

members for Plan B, as I understand it. So if we're saying we NEED it because 
we want to either look for kids or because we plan to use it - dinners, different 
services, programming during the week, then it's almost a requirement. In other 
words, it's super expensive as a nice-to-have. It's just the cost of doing business, 
if we think we  need it, regardless of whether we get more kid families.

01:33:35 Jeff Summit   Gail Kaufman:From my experience, when an organization moves into a new space there is a lot 
of excitement and creativity. Spaces get filled up quickly. while I realize it is more 
expensive, there is a lot of wisdom to giving us more space and flexibility, i.e., 



Pan B
01:34:15 Rachelle Taqqu: We also leN toward going bigger for many reasons. But. to assess the e
01:34:29 aviva: Budgeting for ventilation systems?
01:34:30 Barry Mesch: If the lounge has glass walls, then perhaps it could be used for overflow on High 

Holidays or  . . .  We could also put in speakers.
01:34:56 Rachelle Taqqu: risk in this, is the minimum lease period for 304 also 5 years?
01:35:46 Beth Naditch: Marc, has a call gone out to see how much we might be able to supplement from 

our ranks to increase that 37,500 dollar amount?  There may be families in this 
group who would be willing to invest some in our new space, but haven't yet 
come forward. (Not relying on it, but curious about how that might even out some 
of the worries and/or assessment for all members)

01:36:35 Ellen’s iPad: is self scholarship higher at the higher dues figure? (also higher than current 
dues?)

01:36:43 Deborah Fogel: Marc mentioned we will be sending a message inviting everyone in a day or two.
01:37:10 Lawrence Bailis: Could we buy a “right of first refusal” for 304?
01:37:29 Deborah Fogel: We are tr
01:37:33 Ellen’s iPad: please review the JArts option again
01:37:36 Aaron Askanase: When would the space be ready for use?
01:38:08 Micah: Aaron, I believe the landlord would do the buildout over the summer
01:39:35 Beth Naditch: This is getting far ahead of ourselves, but may have budget implications.  A 

number of people had questions about an "associate membership" category.  If 
we were to decide to go forward with that (understanding that we are welcoming 
to people from the beginning as a value) would that be another small source of 
revenue?

01:40:12 Micah: Beth, or reducing the amount of dues
01:40:40 Thomas Schwarz: @Lisa and Bruce: aside from the renovation cost in the first year, the running 



cost for B vs A is 280/family which is roughly 33K per year, not 100K extra for the 
additional space.

01:46:24 Dena Glasgow: How long would our lease be with suite 304?
01:46:41 Paul Wesel&Vivian Troen: Can we limit the questions to those pertinent to whether we get the smaller space 

or the larger space? Roberts Rules: Call the question.
01:46:56 Shira D: Or we do Friday nite services with NCM@TE there or at another location? My 

plug for some joint programming…
01:47:41 Rachelle Taqqu: i  edd to leave soon. is there a way I can give someone my proxy?
01:48:59 Dina and Ron Becker: this is Dina: Seems we may be dodging a really important philosophical question, 

whether we want to expand in the direction of recruiting more young families with 
kids. If we do, we need 304, if we don’t, we probably don’t need it. There are 
about 11 kids at all, and realistically maybe 4-5 would come the first calendar 
year, and then at least 2-3 of those would be off at college.

01:50:55 Claudette Beit-Aharon: If we put regular flooring in Suite 304 (that wood like stuff) it is easier to keep 
clean, particularly if God willing we get kids—and without carpet we could dance 
there :)

01:52:04 Beth "missie" and Sam: the current flooring in 304 is pergo-like space.  i agree that it would be great to 
have that flooring in 304 should we take it.

01:52:47 Paul Wesel&Vivian Troen: I fear we would always regret it if we didn’t get the larger space.
01:52:53 Beth Naditch: There are many ages of families - I do think it might be possible to attract families 

with tweens and teens, which argues for 304.
01:53:16 Sara & Michael: 304 might just open up more options - like if we allow someone to lead a weekly 

Jewish "music together" or something there, it might lure in more children...
01:53:50 Alan Lobovits: could we have a right of first refusal for 304?
01:54:35 David Small: Could we add a door to Lounge/Kiddush room so people could enter without 

noise?
01:54:41 Michael Kronenberg: Could we defer the decision on 304 and at the same time negotiate a first-refusal 



clause on that space in our lease negotiations?
01:55:18 Serene Victor: Kids can be very welcome by how we treat them. Having kids services isn't 

always the way to "welcome" kids. It is sometimes a way to distance them.
01:55:55 Joyce Krensky: If we wanted to use the lounge for kids’ services, couldn’t we add a door into the 

hall so their comings and goings wouldn’t disrupt the main service?
01:56:05 aviva: I would love teens to join us in the main  davening. we could so welcome their 

voices and energy. We could help them to be our leaders
01:56:28 Micah: Not a lot of teens want to do that, Aviva
01:57:16 Ela Pelish: It seems that more space is better than less space. So the problem is the cost?
01:57:53 Marc Cantor: It would be a better use of limited resources to re-fit the lounge for kid use and 

begin with the smaller space, instead of making a larger commitment for the 
expanded space.

01:57:58 sherry israel: To  Ela: Yes, exactly. The issue is cost. If we could have 304  for no extra cost, 
there would be no need for this conversation.

01:58:04 Beth "missie" and Sam: Let's vote!
01:58:08 Sue Fendrick: but if we need to spend more money for high holidays it’s not a separate issue at 

all.
01:58:26 Sue Fendrick: people would need to
01:58:29 Micah: Marc, that would increase the cost of plan A
01:59:01 Sue Fendrick: know that we coukd need to spend even more than plan b
01:59:22 Marc Cantor: Micah, I agree, but it is still a much smaller up-front commitment.
01:59:36 Micah: I don’t think we know that
01:59:53 Deborah Hirsch Mayer: People are talking about kids' services, but wouldn't/couldn't the lounge space be 

used by families with young children who are not necessarily having services. 
Maybe someone is reading story, maybe they are playing. Their adults are with 
them, but have the ability to see/hear? the davening? How ever it is used, the 



noise and access questions are relevant -- but maybe the answer was that there 
would be renovations to make the walls more soundproof and have a different 
door. Am I understanding that correctly?

02:00:13 Claudette Beit-Aharon: We would not have access (or rent) on 304 till January of 2022?
02:02:14 Michael Kronenberg: I have a question regarding the vote process
02:02:20 Claudette Beit-Aharon: Have we had any discussion with the landlord over risk if we cannot occupy the 

space in October due to COVID? (Claudette)
02:03:08 sarah markovitz: In response to Deborah, yes, the lounge could be used by very young children 

and their accompanying adult for quiet play or reading.  We had not initially 
intended to rebuild the wall to be more soundproof; we could consider going 
forward.

02:03:14 Joyce Krensky: David asks: is the cost of renting HH space figured into the dues amount for 
Option A?  And if we chose Option B, could that alleviate the need for additional 
HH space (by having 2 services at 1320)?

02:03:20 Michael Kronenberg: Inasmuch the decision has significant financial implications, shouldn't we look for 
much more than a simple majority vote in favor of Plan B?

02:03:23 Beth "missie" and Sam: to be clear - it's not almost as large as Berenson.  it's a GREAT space - but the 
main davening space is the size of the First Baptist Church davenng space

02:03:28 joan leegant: To help the kahal imagine how much more funds may yet be raised within the 
community, can you tell us how many households have already committed to 
contribute additional funds? This might help us feel more comfortable making the 
commitment to 304.

02:04:02 Deborah Fogel: More than 20 families have committed.
02:06:39 David Harlow: I agree with Lisa and others that it would be nice to have more space for many 

reasons. Personally, I think it's worth the extra expense. Renting the larger space 
gives us a lot of flexibility and may reduce our expenses for high holidays etc.

02:10:38 Sue Fendrick: but those 20 people are already figure into the budget with the $35000



02:10:49 Sue Fendrick: a figure in the budget.
02:12:18 joan leegant: Yes, Sue, but my question wss related to how many additional people might still 

wish to donate in excess of dues and their assessment.
02:15:57 Beth Naditch: Prune hands down over mun
02:16:40 Dena Glasgow: If you do not see the window try ALT-TAB
02:16:57 Edith Goldman: No.  Chocolate!!!
02:20:34 Heidi Gold: Adding my voice to the choir of gratitude to everyone who has gotten us to this 

point! THANK YOU! Looking forward!
02:22:19 Ela Pelish: I am very grateful to the organizers. I do have to sign off!
02:22:50 Beth Naditch: We made it through our first vote.  Shehechiyanu and mazal tov.
02:23:00 Heather Zacker: Amen!
02:23:07 Beth "missie" and Sam: amen.  poppy forever!
02:23:15 Claudette Beit-Aharon: Can we see the numbers please?
02:23:55 Heather Zacker: claudette, 98 in favor of Plan B, 31 in favor of Plan A (the smaller space)
02:26:02 Irle Goldman: do the nominees need to consent to be nominated?
02:26:19 sherry israel: I suggest that if you want to nominate someone other than yourself, that you ask 

that person if  they want to serve.  Will save the committee a lot of phone calls.
02:27:03 Lawrence Bailis: What are the responsibilities of the moderator?
02:27:57 Michael Kronenberg: 2 year term?
02:28:51 Lawrence Bailis: Should we call it an “interim operator”?
02:28:57 Lawrence Bailis: Operator.
02:29:03 Heather Zacker: Proposal:  1. Send Rhoda nominations of others or yourself promptly upon 

receiving Rhoda's upcoming email.  2. A moderator selection group comprised of: 
a) four former moderators who are 1320  members --Rhoda, Joel Leeman, 



Dahlia R, Michael Agus b) two members of the transition team --Liz Nahar and 
Deborah Fogel  and c) two additional volunteers will nominate a moderator and 
bring back to the kahal for approval on Feb 28.

02:29:09 Lawrence Bailis: Moderator?
02:29:23 Michael Kronenberg: plenty of work between now and occupancy
02:29:43 Sue Fendrick: lifetime appointment!
02:30:23 Deborah Hirsch Mayer: Is Dena continuing as the Moderator of the NCM Association or is she available 

to serve as our Moderator?
02:30:27 joan leegant: Worth pointing out that we need this position filled so that we can sign a lease 

and other documents.
02:31:30 joan leegant: OK may not need to say what I just wrote…everyone may alreadyt know it.
02:31:50 sherry israel: We will be operating just for now, under the terms of our current bylaws, which 

names the office “moderator”. Until we re-incorporate as a new 501c3
02:31:59 Sue Fendrick: the way I see it, we are just trying to get back onto the horse and have something 

that looks NCM-like while we go ahead and look at “chsngihg” our governance
02:32:48 aaron cohen: HAND UP
02:32:58 Beth "missie" and Sam: sam is another yes
02:33:43 joan leegant: Thank you, Deborah! And thank you Heather, Sara PO, Rochelle, Marc and the 

1320 team!
02:33:53 Sue Fendrick: thx to all the cool heads and dedicated folks
02:33:58 Dena Glasgow: Amazing work folks!
02:33:58 joan leegant: And the rest of the transition team too!
02:33:59 Beth Naditch: I'm looking forward to continuing to daven with all of you, and thank everyone 

who has put in so much effort during these two years.
02:34:03 Heidi Gold: +1!



02:34:03 David Harlow: Thank you to the transition committee and to everyone for engaging in the 
conversation.

02:34:05 Sue Fendrick: sad about no kids...


